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"The blowup of the bond and stock markets later this year will put to a gloomy rest the ludicrous
notion that America has been enjoying a great economic boom. It’s actually been an
engineered hallucination, thanks to the global monetary authorities."
- James Howard Kunstler, Author & Political Philosopher
"In my view, investors should seriously consider the prospect of a market decline on the
order of -65% from the recent market highs, and their capacity to tolerate that sort of loss."
- John Hussman, Economist (Predicted 2008 Crash)
"Perhaps the bizarre phenomenon that older workers are entering the workforce at levels
never seen before, has something to do with the fact that wages are stagnant."
- Andrew Van Dam, Washington Post/US Labor Dept.
"Figures often beguile me, particularly when I have the arranging of them myself.
There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies and statistics."
- Mark Twain (Quoting Benjamin Disraeli)
“Peak gold is the new reality in the gold business with reserves now being mined
much faster than they are being replaced.”
- Rudy Fronk, Chairman and CEO, Seabridge Gold
Greetings to All,
Recently, I came across a study by the Bureau of Labor Statistics that Americans spend only 16
minutes per day reading compared to 166 minutes watching TV. This confirms Neil Postman's book,
Amusing Ourselves to Death, that we have gone "from a print-based epistemology to a media-based
epistemology." In other words, entertainment has replaced serious study and thinking on matters these
days. On average, I spend around 300 minutes per day researching our daily news cycle. I have to
know. I have to know my facts. It is an occupational hazard for me. It is a fulltime job to sort out all
of the economic deceptions, damned lies and statistics that we are bombarded with every day. In this
edition we will look at hard data, facts and charts that expose "the ludicrous notion" that the US is in
an economic recovery along with the issue of petrodollar warfare and how the precious metals
sector is worthy of our attention. But first, a word about Trump's foolish tariffs and trade wars.
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The Thucydides Trap & Trump's Trade Wars

What is the Thucydides Trap you ask? This phrase was coined by Establishment Harvard Professor
Allison Graham (CFR/TC) in the late 1970s who postulated that war between a rising power and an
established power is inevitable. Thucydides was a military historian who wrote that, "It was the rise
of Athens, and the fear that this instilled in Sparta, that made war inevitable" (The History of the
Peloponnesian War). The "trap" today is the rise of China. The US is the established power that is
desperately trying to maintain the status quo, and as the chart above demonstrates, trade imbalances
can lead to a financial/economic crisis and then to currency wars, trade wars and eventually to war.
Is this what we want? I don't think so, but The Donald is a loose cannon on the deck. In the short
clip below, Stockman highlights that trade imbalances are not a result of "bad trade deals" and nations
abusing the US. The US has been abusing the world with the USD standard that allows the US to run
trade deficits without consequence. This is a Fed issue, not a trade issue. Short clip below:

David Stockman: Trump's Absurd, Dangerous & Stupid Policies
It is too bad that Stockman is not Trump's new economic advisor instead of former Fed employee
Larry Kudlow. Why do nations impose tariffs (taxes) on imports? To make them expensive and
eventually (in theory) this will incentivize consumers to prefer domestic industries. It is financial
social engineering. Only economically weak nations do this. This theory also suggests that new corp
profits domestically will also enhance tax revenues. What if consumers still choose foreign goods?
They will pay more (like a tax) and other nations will punish our industries on top if it (think about
distressed farms in the US being hit with all this - the very supporters of Trump!). Very stupid.

Peter Schiff: Trump's Misguided Tariffs & Trade Wars
Peter Schiff (above clip) clarifies the real issue, which is low US production, unskilled workers and a
global economy. The US had an advantage after WWII, but no more. The average tariff has been
around 2% (China is down to 3% from 30%), but now we want to start a trade war that is already
becoming a currency war! I will have more to say on this issue as we go forward. In the meantime, it
is imperative to address all of the economic and financial deceptions being thrown at us daily.
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If Everything is so Awesome, Why These Charts?

"Oh, what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive!" – Sir Walter Scott
Not a day goes by that we are not being told that we are in a robust economic recovery. And I
don't buy it. Just today, a new study by the Economic Cycle Research Institute reveals that consumer
spending is at a 4.5 year low, (see chart) and this is even before punitive trade tariffs! Fully 70% of our
economy is consumer spending, and this proves what I have been saying for months. The velocity of
money (exchanging hands) is at 1929 Depression levels. Does that look like a "great comeback?"
Things were better at the beginning of Obama's second term in 2013, but this does not stop the
narrative. As we see in this chart, since Trump won the election, the soft data for upbeat economic
themes (opinion polls, expectations, etc.) is not supported by the hard data (facts and figures).

In fact, as Tyler Durden explains, we are right back to the election in November 2016. "Turn on
the TV or spend any time on Twitter and you will be comfortably, numbly, reassured that everything is
awesome - stocks are up (well FANGs are up), confidence is up (as is credit card debt), and the
economy is "SOARING" (as long as you don't pay attention to the weakness in income growth).
However, reality is that the so-called economic data that the mainstream relies upon is 'soft' surveybased perceptions skewed by 'hope' and 'expectations', but 'hard' real economic data continues to
languish awkwardly unchanged from the start of President Trump's reign." Read more HERE.
So, there you have it friends. Fake news is not just political these days, and this is only going to get
worse as we suffer all of the mid-term election drama from here until November.
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Institutional Investors: Prepping for a Crash?

Tyler Durden provides us again with more hard economic data for consideration. The chart on
the left indicates how much hedging Wall Street is doing (very high). The chart on the right further
indicates that this hedging compared to the volatility (VIX Index) is extreme! He says, "Generally, a
rise in skew indicates that 'crash protection' is in demand among institutional investors
(institutional/professional investors are the biggest traders in SPX options).... Basically what a 'low
VIX/high skew' combination is saying is: 'the market overall is complacent, but big investors perceive
far more tail risk than usual....Investors are starting to get more bearish than a year ago; they’re
worried about a variety of risks such as rising rates and trade wars. Leaving us wondering, if
everything is so awesome? Stocks soaring (well FANGs soaring), GDP expectations soaring,
confidence soaring, why is the yield curve collapsing and why are professional investors scrambling
to buy protection against a crash in equity and/or credit markets? Yes, what do the pros know?
Now, just to be clear, I did support Trump as a disrupter of the status quo. But we are in the
longest bubble expansion in history and long overdue for a "correction" (collapse or worse). I wrote
about an inverted yield curve last time (when short/long-term rates flip), and this is one of the most
accurate indicators of a sharp recession as seen in this 35-year chart. It has never been wrong, and it
is now at our doorstep. It is in this tricky environment that the Fed is actually trying to raise interest
rates and unload billions in toxic debt! The stock market is about to meet some economic reality!
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Jim Rickards says that the Fed is on a collision course. The Fed is bluffing about raising rates in
the fall and will have to reverse course because we have economic weakness, not strength!!
"The Fed knows a recession will happen sooner rather than later and is desperate to
acquire some dry powder (in the form of higher rates and a reduced balance sheet) so it can
deploy rate cuts and QE when the time comes. The problem, of course, is that by pursuing these
policies, the Fed will cause the recession it is preparing to cure. The single most important factor in
my analysis is that when the Fed realizes its mistake of tightening into economic weakness, it
will have to turn on a dime and shift to an easing policy....When that happens, the dollar will
crash and alternative currencies such as gold, silver and the euro will soar."

Based on what has been said so far I want to make a prediction. We are heading for a steep market
crash by the end of this year. Economist John Hussman predicted the crash in 2008, and he now
predicts a market decline of 65%,...or more!! You can read his sobering analysis HERE. I will
comment more on this later and also the prospects for gold and silver soaring in this scenario.

As we all know, Donald Trump has been bragging about the stock market ever since he got into
office. Now things are about to change. Dan Kurz with DK Analytics says that Trump will be
remembered as Herbert Hoover (who started tariff/trade wars during the Great Depression). Kurz
concludes his article this way: "The US government’s reckless fiscal policy [will] be even more
exposed in a GDP-pummeling trade war — we are already way overdue for a recession amidst a
historically weak, productivity-waning, debt-encumbered, artificial recovery. Huge US commitments,
political calculations, and a fiat currency could result in unprecedented amounts of dollar printing.
This suggests that the buck will be sacrificed in a tactical attempt to protect money center bank balance
sheets (and the Fed itself) from “valuation meltdowns” and to meet “nominal dollar commitments” of a
strategic nature. Monetization of debt would become permanent and be expanded upon. Against this
backdrop, it is hard to imagine a secularly more bullish case for undervalued precious metals and
a more opportune time to reduce exposure to massively overvalued bonds and stocks." In the
meantime, retail investors are way too complacent. As mentioned earlier (p. 3), the VIX Index is low
and risk is extremely high. As seen here, we are right back at the point when stocks fell 1,600 points
on February 5th, 2018. And just so you know, a 65% drop on the Dow would be 16,000 points......
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Hard Economic Data & Consumer Confidence

My favorite saying is that an optimist is one who does not know all the facts. Whenever I hear the
word confidence in the media I think of ignorance. Maybe we should call it the Consumer Ignorance
Index? I splendid example is above. Whenever consumer confidence has been the highest, and
savings have been the lowest...we plunge into an economic/financial crisis as in 2000, 2008 and the
current reading today. Despite all this confidence (soft data) the new normal is record consumer debt,
student loans, low savings, struggling retirees, marginal employment, flat wages and food stamps. As
seen below, most of the jobs in June were part-time (summer jobs for kids, travel, etc).

What has been going unreported, is the fact that there is a sharp increase in people 85 and older who
are being forced to work. Look at this "bizarre phenomenon" as one writer put it! The new normal is
work until you die. According to the Employee Benefit Research Institute most babyboomers will not
have enough for retirement (in all wealth categories), and they better not be looking to their kids for
any relief. Only a third of Millennials have retirement accounts, and the rest have nothing put aside!
In addition, as seen below and reported HERE, most are debt-slaves for the rest of their lives.
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But hope springs eternal for the youngsters. A recent BankRate survey asked Millennials (18-37),
what would be an ideal age to retire and the majority said 61. Uh huh. Many in this demographic also
said they expect to be millionaires, which very well might happen if this progressive generation
succeeds in producing Venezuela-style inflation in the US! Hard economic data indicates that the
price of college tuition has risen 9% each year since 1965, and exploded in 2008 with Sallie Mae.
Student loan debt (which is non-dischargable) is now the largest debt pyramid in the US with 44
million snowflakes stuck with $1.6 trillion in debt according to www.collegedebt.com. These kids
might be confident about their early retirement, but there are no jobs to be had. According to Robert
Reich, the only "jobs program" in the US, and largest employer, is the US military.

Hard Economic Data & Flat US Wage Growth!

Now comes the painful truth about the non-economic recovery. As I often state, wages have been
flat for ten years+ (unless you are in the top 5%). The chart to the left shows wage "expectations"
since Trump, but YOY the net gain has been 88 cents. The other chart reveals that in the past year
the Consumer Price Index (inflation courtesy of the Fed) actually caused nominal wages to drop by
.13%. These are not figures to be bragging about, unless you keep raising "expectations" (green lines)
while the hard economic data keeps pounding your wallet. This study also indicates that spending
has grown faster than income for the 29th straight month. Good thing for credit cards, huh?

According to the OECD (left), the US has the worst "wealth inequailty" in the world. This means
that our rigged US economy is only rewarding the wealthy, and this is fertile ground for social unrest.
Since 2008 (right), we have become a nation of renters with home ownership at a 50 year low. And
the present housing bubble is going to burst along with the obvious stock market bubble.
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Hard Financial Data & Stock Market Bubble

Since 2009, the main driver for the stock market has been cheap credit, margin debt and stock
buybacks. Precisely when Trump signed a corp tax break of 14% (see red arrow), the market has
gone ballistic! According to Kellyanne Conway, Kudlow, Hannity and the entire FOX Channel this is
proof positive that Trump is a genius and this has suddenly translated into new jobs, right? Wrong.
Corp CEOs have used this "break" to keep doing the same. A report from the UK calls this a "contrick" and the "manipulation" and "fraud" has become "systemic." According to TrimTabs, corps
have bought $5.1 trillion of their own stocks since 2009 (to boost share price and bonuses), and $680
billion in the first two quarters of this year alone! Folks, this is not a market. It is a casino.

The Bauman Letter Promo: 70% Stock Market Crash
In the above clip, Ted Bauman compares retail investors to sheep with a harsh warning (watch if you
have time). Mention is made of this buyback scheme and that it is coming to an end very soon. After
the 1929 Crash, buybacks were made illegal in 1934. But since 1982, the SEC has adopted Rule 10b18 to allow buybacks that we see in the Wall Street casino. Here's how it works; corp management
compensation is tied to share performance; they use profits and debt to purchase their own stock; this
shrinks the pool and raises prices; this results in huge bonuses; but no R&D, expansion or jobs. Even
worse they sell their shares to unwitting investors based on the greater-fool-theory! This is a classic
pump-and-dump operation, and according to this writer these corp insiders "are dumping their shares
to retail investors at an almost unprecedented manner" (chart below). What does that tell you?
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Since the 1980s, we have seen the "financialization" of the US economy. What does this mean?
One definition says, it "refers to the increase in size and importance of a country's financial sector"
and especially as they "shift away from industrial capitalism." This is very accurate. Another
describes this term as "a process whereby financial markets, financial institutions and financial elites
gain greater influence over economic policy and economic outcomes." This provides even more
clarity, and precisely why we have soaring wealth inequality in the US as illustrated here:

It is noteworthy that it was in 1980 that the US "shifted away from industrial capitalism" and
started exporting our manufacturing (and jobs) to China. This was done by our financial elites,
and also why Charles Hugh Smith notes several reasons why the US is already a Third World nation
because the wealthy are ruling our nation (a plutocracy). Rigging the stock market is just part of the
casino operation as our financial sector has replaced manufacturing. Don't blame China on this!
The annual IMF Stability Report is warning about risky market valuations, over leverage and debt in
financial markets along with unsustainable sovereign debt in the bond markets. The coming collapse
in the stock markets will be the end of a long credit/boom cycle; but the collapse in the bond markets
will be a fiscal/financial reckoning day on a much broader scale. The phenomenon (lit. rare event)
of bonds trading at negative rates is very revealing (as seen below). Why would institutions/investors
buy a bond with a negative yield? The answer is easy and troubling. So certain is the coming collapse
and deflation of assets that they are willing to lock-in a current maturity rate at present levels to at
least get something in return! Unlike the masses, they are willing to price in risk beforehand.
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Greg Hunter & Michael Pento: The Most Dangerous Markets!
I encourage you to watch/listen to the above 30-min clip with Michael Pento. He explains how an
inverted bond yield is clearly signaling a recession (collapse, deflation, etc.) as I shared earlier (p. 4).
He further explains how the Fed is going to trigger this so-called recession in October of this year,
and this fairly comports with everything I have been researching. He also points to gold and silver as
the only safe haven asset class (24 minutes), and also why Rickards says that gold and silver will soar
in this environment and refers to it is "hypersynchronicity" when "crowd behavior" goes from one side
of the boat (risk-on) and shifts to the other side of the boat (risk-off). So, we need to prepare for some
rough waters, and James Howard Kunstler has this word of advice for all of the complacent investors
and Trump cheerleaders in the media who have been "con-tricked" with economic deceptions:
"Enjoy it while you can. Events are converging ominously this summer in the
direction of unwinding expectations and serial train wrecks of finance and politics.
Mr. Trump has made hubris simple by bragging on the supposed triumphs of 'his' economy.
When it blows up, he’ll own that, too, and the second half of 2018 is liable to be a debris-field
of shattered national economies, zombie corporations, and floundering institutions.... The
blowup of the bond and stock markets later this year will put to a gloomy rest
the ludicrous notion that America has been enjoying a great economic boom.
It’s actually been an engineered hallucination, thanks to the global monetary authorities
applying the magic of limitless credit to a bad habit of credulous speculation."

I guess you could say that sums up what I have been saying so far. And I will summarize with two
more charts that support the unsustainable path that we are on. Trump has inherited trillions in
national debt with annual budget deficits (already up 16%). The projection for fiscal 2019 has
already gone from $530 billion to $1.1 trillion - and this figure is 100% worse than projected!

Studies have been done (Reinhart-Rogoff) to prove that when national debt-to-GDP exceeds 100%
it only has long-term negative effects for the economy. And we are there. And this report calls it the
Fonzie-Ponzi Theory. Under 100% it is all a confidence game (like the always confident Fonzarelli),
but higher than this is a scam made famous by Charles Ponzi (1920) who was merely floating his
liabilities (debt) with new money coming in (revenue), but eventually it was all exposed for the fraud
that it was. A perfect analogy for our times and how our government is bluffing. Don't be fooled.
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Petrodollar Warfare: Launch of a Petroyuan?

I want to briefly address an issue that took place back in March. China has steadily become the
largest economy in the world based on purchasing-power-parity (PPP). All of this growth has also
resulted in China becoming the largest crude oil importer in the world, having surpassed the US in
recent months. We could have seen this coming, and some might even enthuse that the US is even
becoming "energy independent" in this era of all things Making America Great Again. While it is
true that fracking and shale operations are extracting oil in the US, it cannot be sustained. One reason
is the immediate flow, and then decline (a bell-shaped curve). The other reason is cost. A new metric
has emerged that will have a more profound affect than E=MC2, and it is EROEI, or EROI:

Four Minutes: Energy Return on Energy Investment Explained
This metric is stating that affordable, cheap, non-replenishable hydrocarbons are declining (peak oil),
and at some point it will not be cost-effective to produce crude oil to maintain industrial economies.
But until that day comes, China is becoming the largest consumer of crude oil going forward.

China has finally launched the new yuan-backed crude oil futures market. The Shanghai International Energy Exchange opened in March of 2018, and it has gotten little attention outside of
geopolitical analysts. According to THIS article, China has been trying to establish this "commodity
market" since 1993, and now it is a direct challenge to the US petrodollar scheme that has literally
propped up the US dollar as the world's reserve currency since 1944.
This is big news people!
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US Petrodollar Warfare = US Foreign Policy!

Petrodollar Warfare and Collapse of US Dollar Imperialism in the 21st Century. This is the title
of a Special Report that I put out some years ago; and it is the same report that I include with all new
book orders to alert people to this important issue. The US petrodollar dynamic is central to world
commerce and the future of the US economy, national security and our foreign policy. In brief, after
the Yom Kippur War in 1973 (Muslims against Israel), OPEC raised crude oil by 400%. Later that
same year (at the annual Bilderberg meeting), the US struck a "secret deal" with the Saudi Arabian
Monetary Authority (SAMA) to "recycle" all of their crude oil profits back into the US stock and
bond markets (for the guarantee that the US would protect the Saudi Royal family in the Persian
Gulf). And that, my friends, is how the US has conducted foreign policy and has been able to run US
trade deficits and postpone a financial reckoning day to this very hour as I mentioned earlier (p. 2).
If it were not for the Petrodollar Exchange System (as I have illustrated above and arranged by
Henry Kissinger), the US economy would already look like Greece! This is also why the US invaded
Iraq in 2003 because Iraq was trading oil in Euros and not recycling dollars. This is brought out in the
new movie Shock and Awe, and also why we have the military-industrial complex in the US.

How successful has the new petroyuan been? Within the first hour 23,000 contracts were traded for
$10 billion and the pace has been steady. Part of the success is the desire to get away from the US
dollar, and the important fact that this contract can be converted into gold at the Shanghai Gold
Exchange! This is a game changer, and China has also bought the London Metals Exchange (2012)
to offer yuan-backed gold futures to further enhance the role of their currency. So attractive is this
new benchmark for crude oil that participants are willing to pay a premium over western sources
(WTI) and this new exchange already accounts for 15% of global oil transactions in 2018.
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When the Petrodollar Exchange System was implemented in 1974, the US was the largest importer
of oil. Today it is China, and it is only natural that their currency be freely traded and even preferred
by OPEC. THIS article notes that China is already putting pressure on Saudi Arabia to do this and
this would be a huge development. China has further offered to buy 10% of Aramco if they offer an
IPO, and this would provide even more leverage to favor recycling of the petroyuan! China is a rising
power and it is no secret they are challenging the established power of the US, as in the Thucydides
Trap (p. 2). Several books have noted this tension in recent years, as also seen here:

It is no secret that China has been producing and buying most of the physical gold in the world.
As you can see here (left), in just the first six months of 2018 consumer demand for gold has exceeded
entire years in the past! In addition, Swiss refined gold is going to mainly one country - China. As
seen in this chart (right), China is number one with India and Hong Kong following.

Why is China doing this? It is not only to support a convertible petroyuan contract, but to support
their economy as a whole when the world experiences a global monetary reset that will return gold as
real money to restore confidence in a new settlement currency like the SDR. As you can see, China
takes years to reveal how much gold they really have, and estimates are now as high as 20,000 tons!
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As we know, gold and silver prices have been flat for what feels like an eternity. I will address
this in a moment. It has been rumored since 2011, that the US has struck a deal with Beijing to
artificially suppress gold allowing the Chinese to buy gold on the cheap and also support our bonds
(www.gata.org). When China finally became a member of the Special Drawing Right (SDR) at the
IMF in October 2016, it appears that gold priced in SDRs have been flat since then (see below):

Gold measured in Chinese currency (CNY) has also been flat since October 2016! There is no
coincidence here. These two charts reveal a deliberate attempt to maintain a cheap gold "price," but
that will all change when gold is "repriced" into the thousands. Read more HERE.
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Historic Gold Demand & Peak Gold Production?

To the left, we can see that central banks have become net buyers of gold since 2010. Why is
this? Clearly, the financial shock in 2008 had a bearing, and central banks have even elevated gold
from a tier 3 asset to a tier 1 asset (per the BIS). Already gold demand is up 42% from a year ago, and
the banksters know they will need real money to recapitalize a failed monetary system. Russia has
recently sold all of its US Treasuries in just two months and has put most of it in gold according to
THIS report. All of this demand comes at a time when gold production has peaked. According to this
historical chart above from 1984 to 2018, gold production peaked some years ago and was officially
acknowledged in 2015. According to Rudy Fronk, CEO of Seabridge Gold, “Peak gold is the new
reality in the gold business with reserves now being mined much faster than they are being replaced.”
You think this new reality would positively impact the price of gold, but this is just further proof that
gold (and silver) need to be repriced to reflect genuine price discovery, and that day is coming. The
financial media likes to remind viewers how low and out of favor gold is by displaying charts like
this, but someday the tables will literally be turned, and this chart will be upsidedown.
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To summarize, the US is a declining world power. We are confident and arrogant and ignorant.
We live in a bubble economy that has been over-financialized for decades and now debt, demographics
and Ponzi schemes will expose our weakness. The only way the US has survived this long hinges on
the US dollar as the world's reserve currency. The kind of advantage that has even allowed for a
petrodollar dynamic. The following clip is only 1.5 minutes long and very insightful on this topic:

Collapse of Fiat Currencies and a Return to Gold
This clip notes the fact that Nixon took the US dollar off a nominal gold backing in 1971, and the fact
that all fiat currencies fail miserably. It should also be noted that over 800 cryptocurrencies have
also failed and are worthless as mentioned in THIS article. Smart money is accumulating gold at these
low artificially suppressed prices in the paper futures market like Comex (Crimex) and the LBMA.

As noted above, these are the best months to acquire gold. And the same goes for silver. I see a
day when gold is priced in the thousands and silver in the hundreds, and I leave you with this comment
by money manager Egon von Greyerz in Switzerland. Full article at THIS LINK:
"The only question is if stocks, bonds, property, and other assets, will go down by 75%
or 95%. In my view, the biggest bubble in history will lead to the biggest collapse. There is no one
that can save the world from the biggest financial calamity in history. (QE) will have zero effect
except for causing temporary hyperinflation. A lot of assets will decline by 100%, such as money in
the bank, bubble companies which are heavily leveraged – like Tesla – and many others.... When
the monster, ‘everything’ bubble pops, so will the paper markets in gold, silver, and
other precious metals. The size of this market is at least 100-times bigger than the
physical market. The rise of this market is very much linked to manipulation of the
precious metals by central banks, the Bank for International Settlements, and bullion banks.
When the paper metals markets pop, there will be no gold (or silver) offered at any
price. This is the time when overnight or over a weekend the price will go from $1,250
to $10,000 or even $100,000. This might sound totally unreal to some, but this will be
the most likely consequence of the monster bubble popping and everyone in markets
running for the exit."
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Silver: The Most Undervalued Valuable Asset!

Here is a chart that highlights the very important fact that silver is both a monetary metal and
an industrial metal. Why is this important? Most of the gold ever mined in history (170 metric tons)
is still around in some form. This is not true for silver. Industrial demand for silver is 55%, jewelry is
35%, and only 10% is left over for silver investors. As noted above, this demand will only increase.
It is estimated that 90% of all the silver ever mined has been used up in the last century. Further, the
market cap for gold in the world is around $6 trillion. The market cap for silver is a measly $20
billion! Think about that. Gold and silver have been mined at a 9:1 ratio since Egyptian and Roman
times, and it remains the same to this very day. The current silver to gold ratio (how many ounces of
silver to buy an ounce of gold) is an amazing 80:1 ratio! A more historical norm would be 15:1, and
even at current suppressed gold prices this would suggest $81/oz. silver today! Several miners are
insisting that silver should be priced at a 9:1 historic ratio, and all I can say to that is, Amen!
So what is holding back silver? If you have been a subscriber for the past eight years, or eight
months, you know the answer. It is a criminal suppression scheme like the world has never seen, and
I am now talking about the research by silver expert analyst Ted Butler. God bless this man. He has
nailed the fact that JP Morgan has covered the 'naked short' on silver since they inherited it from
Bear Stearns after they collapsed in March of 2008. Since 2011, JP Morgan has now accumulated a
staggering 750 million oz. of physical silver (nearly an annual production)! Why have they done this?
JP Morgan is playing both sides of the market. They are suppressing silver - and also buying silver.
And, according to Butler, we are very near a capitulation. Here is his latest comment:
"When is their stranglehold of paper control on the price ever going to break? The
answer to that important question gives me tremendous reasons for optimism. In fact, it’s the
mirror image of the pessimism that is naturally generated by these prices that do nothing but go
down for no legitimately explainable reason. JP Morgan by virtue of its giant physical silver
holdings now, has positioned itself and may be done positioning itself -- we won’t know that until
after the fact -- but, the same causes that have driven prices down in a bewildering, unexplained
fashion, are going to cause those prices to explode. The thing that’s going cause that
explosion when it occurs - while I can’t tell you when it’s going to occur, I can tell you
it will occur - the lynchpin to that is that one of these days, and I think real soon, J.P.
Morgan is not going to add to their silver short positions as they have on every single
rally over the last 10 years. If they don’t add to short positions and cap and control
the price, the price of silver is going to explode."
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You can read the full article at THIS LINK, and I also encourage you to listen to the entire 43minute interview with Chris Martenson at this same link. Indeed, in this excellent interview, Ted
asks why silver (as an industrial metal) has not gone up in price (if a global economic recovery is
underway, etc.)? Apart from the false narrative that the central banksters have created prosperity, is
the obvious fact that these same banksters are suppressing silver......and even worse than gold.
I also want to bring your attention to THE most important reason why silver is the most undervalued
valuable asset in the world today. I have only one word - India. Craig Hemke (TF Metals) has
recently shared these charts on how much silver India is importing. Because India imposed a tariff on
gold imports in 2016 the Indian people have been favoring silver - and lots of it.

According to Hemke, India is on pace to import 8,600 tons of silver in 2018. This is equivalent to
280,000 oz. of silver, or 1/3 of global annual production! He concludes, "led by India, the world is
on pace to consume all of the silver produced in 2018, yet the dollar price of silver is now down over
10% year-to-date. That's a dichotomy that must soon rectify itself." Indeed it must, and will.
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The central banksters are desperately trying to discourage people from precious metals. Yet,
these same sources are allocating more and more gold (and silver) to their holdings. China is not only
importing gold, but silver also. Unlike Harry Dent, who predicts that metals will crash, the Chicoms
know better and are anticipating huge gains in gold and silver. In fact, as I have covered in the past,
the new SDR is very likely to include a gold allocation of 20%, or higher. A gold price of $5,000 is
very conservative, but this would still mean $166/oz. silver at 30:1, which we saw in 2011.

There have only been two monetary metals in human history - gold and silver (mostly silver).
Compared to every other asset, silver is the most undervalued, and what is needed is genuine price
discovery based on true market fundamentals of supply and demand, etc. Will this day come? Ted
Butler and others are confident, and here is how James Howard Kunstler addresses this issue:
"The financial markets are the pillars of the fantasy that the US economy is roaring
triumphantly. The markets are so fundamentally disabled by ten years of central bank
interventions that they don’t express the actual value of any asset, whether stocks, or bonds,
or gold, oil, labor, currencies, or the folly known as crypto-currency. We await the fabled
“moment of truth” when the avenging angel of price discovery returns and
shatters the illusion that accounting fraud equals prosperity."

The avenging angel of price discovery will soon expose the economic reality of unsustainable global
debt and malinvestment. I have written about this, and James Rickards has documented this in his
many books. In his most recent testimony before Congress, Fed Chair Powell concluded with this
comment, "U.S. fiscal policy has been on an unsustainable path for some time. It continues to be
unsustainable" While speaking honestly, this is not particularly encouraging, and he also warned
that tariffs and trade wars could cause the Fed to reverse course by this fall. Which is likely.
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Summary & Conclusion. Regarding tariffs with China,
Rickards has stated that China will retaliate with currency
depreciation, which it is already doing. "If the trade war
escalates as I expect, don’t worry about China dumping
Treasuries or imposing tariffs. Watch the currency. That’s
where China will strike back. When they do, U.S. stock
market will be the first victim." If the extremely overvalued stock market is the first victim, you have been
forewarned. Commenting on this, Michel Snyder asks,
"Could it be possible that the day of reckoning is finally at our door?" He adds, "Yet again we have
fooled ourselves into thinking that the good times will just continue to keep on rolling, and once again
our society will be in for a very rude awakening when the inevitable crash finally arrives." Most
people have been con-tricked and are suffering from what behavioral psychologists call the "recency
bias" that things observed in the recent past will keep on continuing. As I have shared in this edition,
we are looking at a 65-70% drop in the stock market casinos after the longest economic expansion
(bubble) in history. This will not be a correction, or a recession. It looks more like a Depression and
only confidence and economic/financial deceptions have maintained this illusion. Now is the time to
diversify into gold and silver, and if I can assist with delivery, storage or IRA accounts let me know.
In light of what we see coming, one writer says "...it would be remiss to not hoard a little gold and
silver bullion as we journey from summer to fall." David Smith, senior analyst for The Morgan
Report has remarked that we could see a "substantial move" in silver, and is suggesting a quick move
to $21/oz. silver and then on to $55/oz. Give this your consideration and let me know.
And speaking of summer to fall, I will be skipping an August newsletter (unless critically breaking
news occurs). I could use 300 minutes a day to finish some projects around the house and catch up
with some books reading and so on! Also, the next 100 days will be dominated with political drama
and the false "economic recovery" narrative, and I have said enough about this already. If you would
like a download of my Petrodollar Warfare Report let me know and I'm glad to send along. You
might also want to forward this your friends and family. The Bible predicts that "difficult times will
come in the last days" (2 Tim. 3), but we have a great a glorious God in heaven who cares about you,
and this is THE GOOD NEWS that I love to share. So check it out, and be safe out there.

Until Next Time, Your Messenger from Pinetop
www.idpconsultinggroup.com

FAIR USE NOTICE: This newsletter contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been
specifically authorized by the copyright owner. We are making such material available in our efforts to advance
better understanding of geopolitics, macroeconomics and metals markets. We believe this constitutes a ‘fair
use’ of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright Law. In accordance
with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material in this special newsletter is distributed for educational purposes.
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